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[1] Previous flume-based research on braided channels has rev
ealed four classic

mechanisms that produce b
raiding: central

bar development, chute cutoff
, lobe dissection

,

and transverse bar c
onversion. The

importance of thes
e braiding mechanisms relative to

other morphodynamic mechanisms in shaping braided rivers has not ye
t been investigated

in the field. Here
we exploit repea

t topographic su
rveys of the brai

ded River Feshi
e (UK) to

explore the morphodynamic signatures of
different mechanisms of change in sediment

storage. Our res
ults indicate tha

t, when combined, the four c
lassic braiding m

echanisms do

indeed account for the
majority of volumetric change in

storage in the study reach

(61% total). Chute cu
toff, traditionall

y thought of as an
erosional braidi

ng mechanism,

appears to be the most common braiding mechanism in the study river, but was m
ore the

result of deposit
ion during the construction

of diagonal bars
than it was the erosio

n of the

chute. Three of
the four classic

mechanisms appeared to be largely net aggradationa
l in

nature, whereas
secondary mechanisms (including bank erosion, channe

l incision, and bar

sculpting) were
primarily net erosional. A

lthough the role of readi
ly erodible banks i

n

facilitating braiding is often conceptualized,
we show that bank erosion is as or more

important a mechanism in changes in sediment storage than
most of the braidi

ng

mechanisms, and is the most important “second
ary”mechanism (17% of total change).

The

results of this st
udy provide one

of the first field
tests of the relat

ive importance of brai
ding

mechanisms observed in flume settings.
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1. Introduction

[2] Of all the planforms and river styles alluvial rivers

may exhibit, braided
rivers are the most dynamic [Brierley

and Fryirs, 2005]. T
hey owe this dynamism to their abun-

dant bedload and readily erodible banks, which results in a

high frequency of avulsions and
complex flow patterns con-

verging and diverging around active central bars [As
hmore,

1982; Charlton,
2007; Chew and Ashmore, 2

001; Jerolmack

and Mohrig, 2007; Miall, 1977]. Inde
ed, the maintenance of

braiding is partly dependent on this very dynamism, as high

rates of channel
turnover inhibit

the growth of bar-top vege-

tation which may otherwise stabilize the bed and banks

through root reinforcement and increased flow resistance

[Hicks et al., 20
07; Paola, 2001

; Tal and Paola, 2007].

[3] The continuously shifting network of channels, spl
it-

ting at diffluences, and converging at confluences, give

rise to a distinctive set of three-dim
ensional morphologies.

Characteristic fo
rms include a range

of active bars, in
cluding

mid-channel, bank-attached,
and compound bars, with

locally deep scour holes formed by high rates of sediment

transport at confluences [Ashmore, 1982; Bridge, 1993].

The formation of multiple mid-channel bars
(i.e., braiding)

requires large width-to-depth
ratios, which can only be

accommodated by readily erodible banks [Ferguso
n, 1987;

Millar, 2000; Zub
ik and Fraley, 1988].

[4] Existing concep
tual models of braiding

emphasize that

there is no single process that lea
ds to the division of flow

and the evolution of mid-channel bars [Bridge, 1993;

Ferguson, 1993
; Leddy et al., 1993]. R

ather, there are a

suite of depositional (e.g., bar building) and erosional

(e.g., channel cu
tting and bar diss

ection) processes
that operate

over time to develop and maintain the multi-thread character

of these systems [Bridge, 1993;
Ferguson, 1993

; Kleinhans,

2010]. Much of our understan
ding of braided river dynamics

comes from flume [e.g., Ashmore,
1982, 1991; As

hworth,

1996; Germanos
ki and Schumm,

1993] and, to a l
esser extent,
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